Abstract. In this paper, we present a new fast architecture to compute the distance between cliques in different graphs. The distance obtained is used as a support function for graph labelling using probabflistic relaxation techniques. The architecture presented consists on a pipe-lined structure which computes the distance between an input clique and k reference cliques. The number of processing elements needed is m 2, and the number of cycles required to compute the distance is nl (being m the number of external nodes in the input clique, and ni the number of external nodes in the i-th reference clique). The processing elements are very simple basic cells and very simple communication between them is needed, which makes it suitable for VLSI implementation.
Introduction
Probabilistic relaxation techniques are often used for graph matching and labelling. The compatibility on the mapping between two different graphs nodes is determined by a support function Q. A support function presented in [SER] uses the Levenshtein distance between sequences that represent the external nodes of two cliques. When this Levenshtein distance has to be computed , substitution costs are not deductible from the node attributes, and so, the existing schemes and architectures for approximate string matching are not useful. In section III, an algorithm for computing such Levenshtein distances between sequences of nodes is presented.
The complexity of computing the support function for each clique is O(ni*m2), being rt i the number of external nodes in the i-th reference clique and m the number of external nodes in the input clique. This complexity is too high. In section IV, we present a fast architecture to speed up that computation. The time complexity will be reduced to O(ni) using m arrays of m elements.
Preliminaries

Graph matching
The graph matching problem can be accomplished by optimising an energy function. One way to define an energy function is to use a probability-based method. The matching configuration will be selected as the one which optimises the joint probabilities of both graph nodes. It is shown in [HUM] that the probabilistic relaxation can be interpreted as the minimisation of an energy function based in the joint probabilities and an heuristic defined support function. In [KIT] , this support function is expressed in terms of probability distributions and then established a probabilistic relaxation method entirely in terms of probability distributions. A new support function is being presented in [SER] . It is defined by the expression: Q=~sw *~gse *~Pd, where ~sw =e-dSW , ~Pse =e-dSe , and ~d =e-ad d~w is a measure distance between the two node attributes, ds~ is a structure measure distance between the two sequences of node neighbours. It depends on the attributes of the external nodes of both cliques, de is also a structure measure distance between the two sequences, but it depends on the current joint probabilities of the external nodes of both cliques. dsw and d~ are static distances, they depend on node attributes and can be computed a priori. So, their value do not change during the relaxation process, de is a dynamic distance. It depends on the current joint probabilities, so, it has to be computed in every iteration of the process, d~w depends on the distance between two single attributes, so, it has no structural contribution, d~E and dd depend on the structure, and the Levenshtein distance is taken as the structure measure distance.
Levenshtein distance computation
To determine the structure measure distances d~e and de. techniques of approximate string matching are used. Since these techniques are welt-known, we will not discuss them in this paper. Interested readers can find a good survey in [BUN] . Let C~ be a reference clique with a central node @ and n external nodes represented by the node sequence Ve ~ . Let CA r be an input clique with a central node v v and m external nodes represented by the node sequence V X . The complexity of computing the Levenshtein distances between an input sequence of m nodes and k reference sequences of n i nodes is O(k*n~*m). Since there is no a priori knowledge of input clique orientation, Va r will be a cyclic sequence. It is needed to compute the distance for any rotation of the input sequence, and the minimum distance obtained is selected. Since there are m different rotations of VA r , the complexity is O(k*ni*m2). This cost can be reduced to O(k*ni*m*log(m)) using the schemes presented in [MAE] and in [GRE] , but its hardware implementation is not obvious and we are not aware of such an architecture. In order to spee~ up the computation of these distances, a new specific architecture will be presented in section IV. When the dynamic distance (de) is being computed, the cost of substituting node v ~ by node v ~ , is determined by its current joint probability ( 1-P (@ = vV)). Then, the hardware implementation becomes rather complicated because substitution costs cannot be deducted from node attributes, and then, the matrix of substitution costs should also be input to the system. The architecture presented in section IV, permits to compute the Levenshtein distance between two symbol sequences using external substitution costs.
Related Architectures
In this section, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the different architectures proposed to compute the Levenshtein distance between strings and their possible applications to compute the dynamic clique distance dd. The architectures presented in [LIP] and [LOP] are efficient implementations for the case where the edit costs for substitution, insertion and deletion are fixed to 2, 1, and 1 respectively. However, the applications where this architecture can be used are limited, due to this constraint on the cost of the edit operations. The architecture presented in [CHE] is two dimensional and requires m x n processors to process strings of length m and n. Another disadvantage of this architecture is that m+n inputs need to be provided in parallel during each clock cycle. In these architectures, the lengths of the strings that can be matched are constrained by the maximum value that a matrix element can take. The architecture presented in [SAS] overcomes the disadvantages of the architectures presented before. It does not place any restriction on the length of the costs that the edit operations can take. The encoding scheme presented computes incremental costs instead of absolute costs . It permits to process arbitrary size strings and it also minimises the data flow between adjacent processors. The number of processing elements used is m + n -1, and the number of cycles required to obtain the final result are m + n -1 + 2max{re, n} cycles. The costs are pre-loaded in registers into the processing element during an initialisation phase, thus, they become fixed after the initialisation stage. However, this architecture is not able to compute the dynamic clique distance dd, since it cannot deal with variable substitution costs non-deductible from node attributes. The architecture presented in this paper solves the problem of matching sequences of symbols using variable and non-deductible substitution costs. These costs are input to the system. Since node labels and attributes are not needed to calculate substitution costs, the systolic data flow is different from the ones presented in [SAS] and [LIP] . The number of processing elements needed to compute the distance between a reference sequence of n symbols and an input sequence of m symbols is only m, and the number of cycles required to complete the distance calculation is n. The external nodes of a clique are represented with a cyclic sequence of nodes. Since Va r is a cyclic sequence, distance dd is determined by the minimum distance obtained from the computation for the m different rotations of VA r . Then, The computation of dd can be finished every n cycles using m 2 processing elements, or every m*n cycles using only m processing elements. The encoding scheme used is the same than in [SAS] , thus, there are not any restrictions on sequence sizes and the data flow between processors is also minimised.
Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we describe the algorithm used to calculate the dynamic distance between cliques. An example of matching an input clique with two different reference cliques is detailed to clarify the use of the algorithm. The encoding scheme used in [SAS] needs, for every element in the distance matrix, two incremental costs instead of one absolute cost. One cost is the difference between the matrix element and its top neighbour, which will be named vertical incremental cost. The other one is the difference between the matrix element and its left neighbour, and will be named horizontal incremental cost. Our algorithm constructs two different matrices, one for the vertical incremental costs (Cv) and another one for the horizontal incremental costs (Ch). The values of the elements of these matrices for a given row i and a given column j, are determined by the expressions: Sub~, ~ [i, ~ C h [i, ~ + Del, Cv [i, The input sequence, VA ~ , is a cyclic sequence. Hence, the dynamic distance dd between a reference clique CF z and an input clique Ca r is determined by the expression:
where (V~)r is the r-th rotation of the input sequence. 
. Substitution costs matrices
The edit matrices obtained using the algorithm described are shown in figure 3 . The horizontal and vertical incremental costs matrices are both represented on the same 
d(V~,(V~)2)=13, d(Vr2,(VA)~)=17, d(V~,(V~)~)=14.
Hence, the dynamic distances between the input clique and the two references are determined by: 
Architecture Description
In this section the proposed architecture is presented. First, in figure 4 is shown a simple processing element to calculate the two incremental costs of a single matrix position. Then, in order to design the architecture to compute the whole edit matrix, the dependencies between matrix positions must be determined. Figure 5 shows the dependencies between matrix elements. It can be seen that each element depends only on elements that are located above and to its left. Then, all elements along a 45 ° diagonal can be calculated simultaneously. The Ins and Del registers in figure 4 are pre-loaded with the costs of insertion and deletion respectively during an initialisation phase. At the same time that incremental costs, Ch and Cv, are input to the processing element, the corresponding substitution cost is also input. The processing element calculates new incremental costs based on the results of the algorithm proposed. The incremental vertical cost is then transmitted to the adjacent processor to the right, while the incremental horizontal cost is transmitted down. The block diagram of the architecture needed to calculate the distance between a non-cyclic input sequence, and k reference sequences is shown in fig. 6 . With such a path configuration, each processing elements performs computations along its respective column in the edit distance matrix. The edit distance matrix for comparing sequences of lengths n and m has m such columns. Therefore, m processing elements are needed at every cycle to compute the incremental costs. An accumulator is used to compute the edit distance. The output of the last column processing element is added to the accumulator. The width of the accumulator depends on the maximum value that the edit distance can take, and is, therefore, dependent on the edit costs and the length of the sequences. For this reason, the accumulator is not a part of the architecture and is provided externally. At every new clock cycle, substitution costs corresponding to a new 45 ° diagonal of the cost matrix are input to the system. At the same time, incremental costs computed by each processing element are latched into the corresponding horizontal and vertical registers. And the incremental vertical cost coming from the last processing element is added to the accumulator at the same cycle too. The accumulator should be initialised with the value m* Ins. After the first m + nl -1 cycles, the accumulator contains the distance between the input sequence and the first reference, and every ni cycles, the distance with a new reference is computed. An advantage of this architecture is that minimal cost is required. A single phase is needed to control all data flow. Since k reference sequences are being compared, a initialisation signal (Ini) is required to reset the registers, each time a new reference sequence is input to the system. The delay elements, named 5, are also controlled by the same clock phase. Figure 6 shows the state of the array after the i-th clock cycle. Only m processors are needed. In those cases where the lengths of input sequences are longer than the number of processing elements in the system array, a cascading strategy can easily be performed just appending more processing elements before the accumulator. This is possible because, as mentioned earlier, the accumulator is the only element whose size is dependent on string lengths, and it does not belong to the architecture. This makes our architecture flexible and adequate for sequences of any length.
For matching cyclic sequences, we present a new architecture which uses rn processor arrays like the one in figure 6 . Each array of processing elements, will compute the distance between the references and a concrete rotation (VA r)'of the input sequence.
This array will be identified with the number of the respective rotation, r. At every new clock cycle, substitution costs corresponding to a 45 ° diagonal of the cost matrix need to be input to every array. This means that the substitution cost being input to the first processing element of every array r, during the i-th cycle of operation, will be given by the expression:
This means that the cost to be input to the first processor in each array is the corresponding element of the i-th row of the unrotated substitution costs matrix. It can also be seen that the j-th processor in each array, during the i-th cycle, needs the Hence, the Substitution matrix will be input row by row to the complete system at each clock cycle. To clarify this concept, figure 7 shows the data path of substitution costs during the i-th clock cycle (SUbvLvX [i] [j] has been written as Sub [i] [j] to simplify the notation).
Using this architecture, after every n i cycles (being n i the number of nodes in the reference sequence), all the distances between the reference and all possible rotations of input sequence have already been computed.
Conclusions
A very fast and simple architecture for computing a support function for graph labelling and matching has been presented. This architecture is able to compute the dynamic distance between an input clique and k model cliques. In only n i cycles, (being ni the number of nodes of the i-th model) the dynamic distance is computed. An approximate string matching algorithm has been modified to permit to work with external substitution costs. These substitution costs are input to the system. Only a new row of the substitution cost matrix is needed at each new clock cycle. The architecture presented consists on m cascadable arrays of m processing elements (being m the number of nodes of the input clique) and does not place any restrictions on the lengths of node sequences being compared.
